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Dr Rob Miller (Veterinarian) 

Another season, another Howler… 

In this issue we whiz from the Wilds of 

South Africa to the cosy guinea pig cage 

upstairs. 

 Dr Jenny Nesbitt haws tells us about her 

experience in South Africa, capturing wild 

beasts for transport 

Jane and son review a riveting book “Jack 

Russell: Dog Detective” sure to entice others. 

Joanna Pilton (Student) discusses methods 

for preventing your cat going bonkers with 

boredom. 

Guinea pigs abound at Seaforth Vets. Two 

mothers smuggle in 8 babies! Homes 

required. 

Hendrika enthuses over Pet Dental Health 

month this August… and yet another cartoon 

by Libby. 

 It’s not too long now till tick season is upon 

us. We remind all clients that the beginning 

of September heralds Tick season. Vigilance 

and basic preventative steps are essential in 

this yearly struggle. 

 Fleas?? They are still around. Now is a great 

time to get this sorted before the hotter 

weather strikes otherwise you could be 

battling this summer. Our receptionists are 

always happy to update you on the most 

recent and effective products available today. 
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Inside this issue: 

 Game Capture in South Africa 
By Dr Jenny Nestbit-Hawes (Veterinarian) 

Small animal practice challenges vets with new and interesting cases each day… but just for a 

change it is interesting to see what vets get up to with slightly larger animals! I was fortunate 

enough while travelling in South Africa to spend some time with a game capture team. They 

relocate wild animals to and from various game reserves, for stocking new or existing reserves 

or moving excess animals. As you might imagine, movement of large wild beasties can be 

logistically difficult, and professional teams aim to minimise stress on the animals as well as 

on themselves.  

  Mass capture events involve 

groups of animals (such as 

antelope) being rounded up by 

helicopter and carefully driven 

into large funnel shaped bomas 

(enclosures). There are a series of 

curtains that are drawn across 

behind the animals after they run 

in, pushing them further down the 

funnel until they reach the loading 

area at the end. They are then put 

on a truck and sedated for 

transport.  

 Individual capture is reserved for larger (or more dangerous or expensive) animals. Animals 

are darted (often from a helicopter) with very potent opioid drugs. Different species may be 

News Column 

• Hot off the 

press… The 

preschool on Ethel 

St has taken 5 of 

our 11 guinea pigs 

as they want to 

teach the kids how 

to love and 

respect animals 

from an early age 

• Sympathy.. All 

our sympathy to 

Hendrika in the 

loss of her 14 yo 

beloved English 

Setter, Daisy. 

 

Impala running into boma 
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more or less susceptible to the effects – while it may take 1.4 

ml of etorphine to make an eland (a large antelope) sleep, it 

only takes 0.4 ml for the same result on a white rhino. 

Unfortunately, humans are so susceptible that even inhaling a 

small drop can kill us! Obviously this is a significant 

drawback, and all operators are extremely careful, carry the 

reversal agent and have someone on hand to administer it. 

 Once the animal is darted, it is about 5 minutes before it is 

sedated enough to approach. While this doesn’t sound long, it 

gives a lot of time for the animal to run off. Helicopter and 

ground crews stay in close communication, so the animal is 

not lost or injured during this vital time. Once the team arrive 

at the sedated animal, careful monitoring takes place, as much 

as possible like the care that animals receive in veterinary 

hospitals when under anaesthesia. Their heart rate and 

respiratory rate are monitored, as well as temperature, depth 

of anaesthesia and oxygen levels. Animals like giraffe and 

rhino are given reversal drugs, blindfolded and given ear 

muffs, roped and walked onto trucks! This takes a lot of 

experience and knowledge to perfect, and the ability to 

improvise as necessary if all does not go according to plan. 

The animals are then monitored and sedated as required 

throughout their journey, before their release in a new 

reserve.  

Joanna Pilton (Final Year Veterinary Intern) 

 Choosing to keep your cat indoors is an increasingly popular 

choice for many cat owners, one made for reasons of health 

and safety of the cat and, importantly, for any native animals 

found in the environment. Usually cats are kept mentally and 

physically healthy by the stimulation of the constantly 

changing outdoor world. 

However, the indoor cat 

has a special set of needs—

and it is up to you to 

provide adequate 

stimulation within the walls 

of your own home so that 

problem and nuisance 

behaviours resulting from 

boredom and lack of 

activity are less likely to 

occur. Indoor cats also need 

outlets for normal 

behaviours such as 

sharpening their claws, 

climbing and / or stalking 

which you may not find so 

appealing on your most 

recent furniture purchase.  

This is where environmental enrichment comes into play. 

 Environmental enrichment is anything that makes your cat's 

world more interesting and complex. This includes activities 

such as training and exercise, as well as toys and games. 

There are hunting and foraging type activities, chewing 

activities, and methods to vary their environment such as 

sights, smells, shapes etc, as well as interactions with people. 

 

 High resting places: Improving the quality of the space may 

be more appropriate for many indoor cat owners than 

improving the quantity. Cats are naturally climbers. Provide a 

range of resting places by extending vertical spaces with 

shelves, tall scratching posts or access to the tops of 

cupboards. Also by frequently changing internal structures 

and contents you can keep your cat's life interesting. 

 

Food: Cats naturally spend up to 6 hours a day hunting, 

foraging, stalking, catching and consuming prey. Food 

foraging activities that are interesting and stimulating can be 

Environmental  
Enrichment Cats 

 

Children’s Book Review 

Jack Russel: Dog Detective 
(by Daryl and Sally Odgers) 

 

By Alex & Jane Molchanoff (Head receptionist and her son) 

 

This book is number 5 in a series of books that follow the ad-

ventures of Jack Russell, a dog with a nose for adventure and 

a knack for solving doggy mysteries. Jack lives with his owner 

Sarge, a human policeman and has many other friends in Dog-

geroo including his neighbours Foxie and Lord Red, a well 

meaning but not so bright Irish Setter. 

 In “The Awful Pawful”, Jack and Foxie come back from holi-

days to discover that their local canine friends are not guard-

ing their usual terrier-tories. They set out to try and solve the 

mystery of why their friends are hiding under their owners’ 

beds instead of playing up outdoors. Along the way Jack & 

Foxie come across Lord Red and the Squekes, a trio of small 

fluffy dogs with unexplained scratches on their noses. 

 Having wrongly accused the library cat, Fat Molly of scaring 

all his dog mates and scratching their noses, Jack comes face 

to face with an enormous ginger tomcat with “fangs to give 

him nightmares”. This tomcat in fact is the culprit and respon-

sible for the various injuries and is known to all who meet him 

as the “Awful Pawful”. Jack rounds up his gang of friends and 

attempts to end the tomcat’s attempted takeover of Doggeroo. 

What happens next? Well you’ll have to read the book to find 

out, but Jack confirms what many of us already knew when he 

says: 

               

“Dogs laugh at cats. Cats hiss at dogs. 

Dogs chase cats. Cats run and hide. 

Secretly, dogs are terrier-fied of cats. This is a secret fact.” 



Immaculate Guinea Pigs 
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used to increase your 

cat's daily activity levels. 

Try interactive food 

puzzles or make your 

own by putting holes in 

cardboard boxes or toilet 

rolls and hiding food 

inside. Hide food around 

the house for your cat to 

find throughout the day 

or scatter it across the 

floor. You can stuff 

Kongs with different types of food too. Cats also like to 

chew to maintain oral hygiene, so bones and other chews 

are necessary to keep their teeth and gums healthy. You do 

not need to spend a lot of money buying toys for you can 

have fun and be creative making your own. 

Scratching: Cats need to scratch to sharpen and maintain 

their claws as well as mark their territory. To avoid your cat 

scratching on the furniture, buy or make a scratching post. 

Cats can prefer different coverings so try different materials 

on your scratching post to discover which one your cat 

prefers. Some cats actually prefer horizontal scratching 

mats. Reward your cat if he uses the scratching post and 

provide more than one around the house. 

Training: Cats can be trained. So keep your cat's mind 

active by regularly training them to 'Sit', 'Come', 'Drop' and 

'Stay' and any tricks. Have short, fun and interesting/varied 

sessions using their favourite food treat or toy for the 

reward. 

Family Time and Games: Most cats enjoy social contact 

and love routine. Try and set aside time for petting, 

grooming and play every day. Encourage appropriate games 

and interactions that can be an outlet for natural behaviours 

such as predatory behaviours where your cat can hunt, 

chase and pounce. Time outside with your cat can be 

enjoyable for both of you. Train your cat gradually to wear 

a harness or build an outdoor cat enclosure. Your cat may 

also like cat grass, cat mint or cat nip grown in pots inside 

your home. 

 

Other: Consider tunnels, crinkly cat sacks and toys hanging 

from door knobs for your cat to explore. Play with balls, 

stuffed toys, squeaky toys or interactive toys such as the 

"Flying Bug Jar for cats" or the "Cool Cat Jungle Gym" 

which you can purchase online. Rotating toys can keep 

them new and interesting for your cat. 

 

Remember you may need to teach your cat how to interact 

with its new toys and always supervise your cat with new 

toys to ensure they are safe. Finally, if you are giving your 

cat lots of 

treats 

throughout 

the day, make 

sure you 

consider your 

cat's total 

intake so that 

your cat 

doesn't get 

fat! 

By Jenny Short (Veterinary Nurse) 

 In the beginning of May, two female guinea pigs were brought 

in, as their owners no longer wanted them. 

We settled them upstairs in our “wildlife” room, with warm 

bedding, water, and a dry mix of pellets and lots of fresh veg-

gies. 

To our surprise we received another guinea pig, this time a 

male, the next day. So we set up another separate cage from the 

two females and decided it was time to start advertising to find 

new homes. 

 Over the course of the next few weeks we noticed both the fe-

males were getting progressively larger. At first we thought 

they were getting fat, but soon realised they were both “mums 

to be”. 

 About 6 weeks after their arrival, we came in one morning to 

find both guinea pigs had given birth to four very gorgeous ba-

bies each. Dr Hennie gave each one a clean bill of health and 

we immediately began to put out feelers for adoptive parents . 

In the meantime were keeping the male, mums and the kids 

happy, healthy and warm. 

 If anyone knows of anyone or maybe yourself wanting a new 

family pet, please feel free to call reception on 9949 1288, or if 

you would like to see them first, please pop in and one of our 

nurses can show you. 



Our Web Page 

www.svh55.com.au  

Phone: 02-9949 1288 

Fax: 02-9949 6364 

e-mail: vets@svh55.com 

By Dr Hendrika Tegelaar (Veterinarian) 

August is dental health month so it is an opportune to 

remind you of the importance of dental hygiene. 
 A clean mouth not only means that cuddling your pet is 

more enjoyable, it is also good health for your beloved 

moggy or doggy. 

 Ideally we should brush teeth daily but few of us do and 

some animals would not tolerate this without taking a 

finger or two! So what else can we do? – Regular vet 

checks and physical cleaning which may at times require 

Dental Health Month—August 

(Cartoon Courtesy of Dr Libby Thompson) 

By Dr Rob Miller (Veterinarian / vegetarian) 

 Here are a few interesting snippets from the past few 

months….. 

The Farmyards Revenge 

Geese force-fed and then slaughtered for their livers may 

get their final revenge on people who favour the delicacy 

known as the paté foie gras. 

It may transmit a disease known as amyloidosis that can 

lead to multiple organ failure in humans. 

It may be that amyloidosis can be transmitted via food in 

a similar way to Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease (CJD), which 

can cause a rare version of mad cow disease in some 

people who eat affected meat products or brains. 

 

Pet Food poisoning.. 

Most people have heard about the pet food poisoning / 

contamination issue in the USA. Many thousands of cats 

are believed to have died from renal failure as a results of 

ingesting such food. The contaminant is known as 

Melamine. 

 It has cost the US pet food industry millions. The 

contamination is believed to have come from imported 

grain from China. It affected pet food markets in the 

USA, Europe and South Africa. Luckily there have been 

no reported problems in Australia. There was one small 

recall but the recalled food turned out to be clear. 

Interestingly enough Melamine a breakdown product of 

Cyromazine, an insect growth regulator used in 

agriculture. Indeed a current manufacturer’s web site 

claims:  “the major metabolite of cyromazine is melamine 

a common component of many household plastics with a 

very low acute toxicity.” In 1999 the US EPA decided 

melamine was no longer a residue of concern. So are just 

the Chinese to blame??? 

Media Snippets... 

Seaforth Veterinary Hospital 

Dental Nurses in action! 

an anaesthetic for a good clean up. Once cleaned follow up 

care is paramount, and often where things go astray. An easy 

thing you can do is offer a good food, dry biscuits such as 

Hill’s t/d or Science Diet Oral Care, are available for both 

dogs and cats. These biscuits are very fibrous so the fibres act 

as those of a toothbrush in massaging the gums and cleaning 

the teeth as they chew. 

 The addition of Aquadent onto the dental scene also allows 

the addition of xylitol (found in human dental hygiene 

products). This acts in two ways. 

1. Inhibits bacterial growth in the mouth (a main constituent 

of plaque). 

2. Interferes with plaque deposition. ( Plaque is the precursor 

to calculus formation and gingivitis.) 

3. Decreases mineralisation of calculus so acts to help keep 

teeth and 

gums hen 

used 

daily. 

 Now here is 

the big 

advantage, 

Aquadent is 

simply added 

to the cat or 

dogs drinking 

water! Simple. 


